The idea of directional types is to describe the computational behaviour of Prolog programs by associating an input and an output assertion to every predicate. The input assertion puts a restriction on the form of the arguments of the predicate in the initial atomic goals. The output assertion describes the form of the arguments at success, given that the predicate is called as speci ed by its input assertion. This paper discusses two aspects of directional types: the declarative notion of input-output correctness and the operational notion of call correctness. By separating these two concepts, we readily obtain better correctness criteria than those existing in the literature. We further show how directional types can be used for controlling execution of logic programs through a delay mechanism.
Introduction
Recently there has been a growing interest in the notion of directional types for Prolog programs 6, 12, 2, 3, 1, 11] . This kind of prescriptive typing describes the intended ways of calling the program, as well as the user's intuition of how the program behaves when called as prescribed. Together with some methods and tools for type checking, directional types may provide a good support for program validation. This paper shows that directional types have two aspects. One of them is declarative and can be discussed regardless of the computation model, while the other is related to the computation model. This view allows us to obtain a better correctness criterion than those existing in the literature (e.g. the welltyping condition of 6, 2] ). We further demonstrate how directional types can be used for controlling execution in a coroutining fashion. We show that programs satisfying our new correctness condition will never suspend inde nitely when executed this way.
The idea of directional types is to describe the computational behaviour of Prolog programs by associating an input and an output assertion to every predicate. The input assertion puts a restriction on the form of the arguments 1 of the predicate in the initial atomic goals. The output assertion describes the form of the arguments at success, given that the predicate is called as speci ed by its input assertion 2 . As an example, consider the append/3 predicate:
append( ], X, X).
append( E|L], R, E|LR]) :-append(L, R, LR).
When this predicate is used to concatenate two lists, we call it with the two rst arguments bound to the two lists. Upon success the third argument is bound to the resulting list. The form of the third argument at call is not restricted. Also we are not concerned about the form of the rst two arguments at success. This use of the predicate may be described by the following notation: append/3: (#List; #List; "List) where the two rst argument positions (marked with #) are considered as input positions, and the third argument (marked with ") is considered an output position.
A given directional type may or may not be correct in the sense that it properly describes the actual computational behaviour. As shown in this article, the correctness of directional types has two aspects:
the input-output correctness: whenever the call of a predicate satis es the input assertion, then the call instantiated by any computed answer substitution satis es the output assertion. the call correctness (for the Prolog computation rule): whenever the call of a predicate satis es the input assertion, then any succeeding call in this computation will satisfy its input assertion. The directional type in the append/3 example is correct in both aspects.
The well-typing condition of 2, 6] is su cient to ensure both input-output correctness and call correctness of a given directional type. However, it is not applicable to directional types which are input-output correct but not call correct. This kind of directional types may be particularly interesting for programs using the power of the logical variable, as illustrated in the example of Sect. 3. In Sect. 4 we formulate a correctness condition { S-well-typedness { which is su cient to ensure input-output correctness of directional types which are not call correct.
Section 5 discusses the problem of call correctness for a given computation rule. The question considered is to distinguish those input arguments of the program predicates for which the directional type is a call invariant. For the Prolog computation rule we provide a su cient test for answering this question.
In section 6, we discuss type-driven resolution (or simply T-resolution), which uses directional types as a means for controlling execution of logic programs through a delay mechanism. T-resolution is sound but not complete in general, since the computation may deadlock. We show that S-well-typedness is a su cient condition for deadlock-free execution under T-resolution.
Proofs of all theorems can be found in 5]. Both of these type judgements are easily proven true; thus the append/3 program is well-typed.
Proof trees
We now summarize a uniform framework for discussing both the operational and the declarative semantics of de nite programs. This will allow us to discuss IO correctness without taking the operational model into account. The framework originates from Deransart and Ma luszy nski 9], and is based on the notion of proof tree.
In our view, the resolution process can be viewed as the stepwise construction of a skeleton (by \pasting" together instances of clauses), intertwined with equation solving (uni cation). De nition 2.3 The set of equations associated to the node n is denoted by E(n), and is de ned as follows:
if n is an incomplete node, then E(n) = ;; if n is labeled with (p(s 1 ; : : :; s k ); p(t 1 ; : : :; t k )), then E(n) = fs 1 = t 1 ; : : :; s k = t k g. 2
For example, an LD-resolution 3 step corresponds to choosing the leftmost node n (in preorder of the skeleton), expanding it as described in de nition 2.2, and computing a solved form of E(n) (i.e. performing uni cation). A proof tree is a complete skeleton, together with a solution of all the associated equations. Every successful LD-derivation corresponds to a proof tree, and the obtained mgu of the set of equations restricted to the variables of the root label of the skeleton is the computed answer substitution. One of the advantages of this view on operational semantics is that we can make ne-grained adjustments to the resolution process. For instance, for some node n, we may choose not to solve all equations in E(n) at once (this corresponds to partly delaying uni cation). This is in fact exactly what we will do in the type of resolution introduced in Sect. 6.
Dependencies
For the rest of this section, we assume that we have some unambiguous way of referring to the atoms in the program, and let A be the atom p(t 1 ; : : :; t k ) in some clause C. The argument positions in A are denoted by A(1); : : :; A(k).
De nition 2.4 The set of clause positions in C is de ned as
A is an atom in C fA(i) j 1 i arity(A)g If no confusion can arise, we will refer to \clause positions" simply as \positions". We will not always make a distinction between clause positions and terms lling in clause positions, i.e. we may make statements like \A(i) is a variable" instead of \the term lling in A(i) is a variable".
Note that, when proving well-typedness, the terms occurring in the consequents of the type judgements always occur at output positions in the head, or at input positions of the body. For convenience, we introduce a name for these positions:
De nition 2.5 A(i) is an exporting clause position of C if either
A is the head of C, and the i:th argument of p is an output position, or A is a body atom in C, and the i:th argument of p is an input position.
A clause position is importing if it is not exporting. The idea of the type-driven resolution introduced in Sect. 6 is that we solve the equations of the skeleton in accordance with the ; T relation. Therefore it is absolutely essential that the ; T relation is a partial ordering. This motivates us to introduce the following concept.
De nition 2.7 If the relation ; T is a partial ordering for every skeleton T, then the program is said to be non-circular.
2
The non-circularity concept stems originally from the eld of attribute grammars. It is well-known that this property is decidable (see e.g. 9]).
An informal example
In this section, we give an example of a program which is IO correct but not well-typed. We claim that such directional types often are of practical interest, especially for programs using incomplete data structures. The interested reader can nd more examples in the full version of the paper 5].
Consider the following task: Given a binary tree T whose nodes are labeled with integers, compute a binary tree with the same structure as T, but where every node is labeled with the maximal integer in T. For Conceptually this is a two-pass problem; rst traverse T to nd the maximal integer n, and then construct the output tree where every node is labeled with n. However, the following program solves the problem in one pass. maxtree/5 traverses the input tree, collects all labels in a list, and builds a new tree where all nodes are labeled with the same logical variable. This variable is then uni ed with the maximal label, as computed by max/2 (the de nition of max/2 is straightforward and therefore omitted).
Note that upon success of maxtree/5, the fth argument is bound to a non-ground binary tree. The variables in this binary tree are instantiated to an integer by max/2, so that upon success of maxtree/2, the second argument is bound to a ground binary tree. Thus, the most precise correct directional type for the program (using the types in Sect. 2.1) is as follows: maxtree=2 : (#GBinTree; "GBinTree) maxtree=5 : (#GBinTree; #Any; #GList; "GList; "BinTree) max=2 : (#GList; "Gnd) However, the clause de ning maxtree/2 is not well-typed, since Tree : GBinTree( Labels; NewTree) : (GList; BinTree)M ax : Gnd ) NewTree : GBinTree is not true. The problem is caused by the variable NewTree: one can not conclude that NewTree is a ground binary tree just from the fact that it is a binary tree. Thus we cannot use the well-typing condition to conclude that the program is correctly typed. Now consider changing the directional type for maxtree/5 as follows (the other predicates are typed as before): maxtree=5 : (#GBinTree; #Gnd; #GList; "GList; "GBinTree)
The idea is that if maxtree/5 is called with its second argument bound to a ground term, then the last argument will be bound to a ground binary tree upon success. Now the directional type for the program as a whole is not call correct under LD-resolution; the maxtree/5 predicate is called with the second argument being a variable, not a ground term. However, the directional type remains IO-correct, as will be shown by the method presented in Sect. 4.
Proving IO correctness
The problem whether a given directional type is IO correct or not is independent of a particular computation rule. Thus the problem can be discussed in terms of proof trees of a program rather than in terms of computations. The method for proving IO correctness of directional types presented in this section is a special case of the annotation method for proving properties of proof trees, introduced in 8] (see also 9]). For brevity, we introduce our method directly, instead of deriving it from the annotation method, as done in the full version of the paper 5].
The well-typing condition of section 2 requires (among other things), that the types of terms at exporting clause positions in the body can be inferred from the types at importing clause positions in preceding literals. The reason for only looking at preceding literals is that Prolog's computation rule is assumed. If we abstract away from the computation rule, this restriction is no longer necessary; Given an exporting clause position e, we may use all importing positions in the clause to infer the type of e (to be more exact, we will only regard those importing positions which share a variable with e).
This line of reasoning motivates the de nition of sharing-based well-typing (S-well-typing):
De nition 4.1 Let T be a directional type for a program P, and let C be a clause of P. Denote by ; C the dependency relation determined by T on the positions of C. { let t be the term occurring in C on e, and let T be the type associated to e by T .
{ let i 1 ; :::; i k be all importing positions of C such that i j ; C e, and let t 1 ; :::; t n be the terms on these positions of C typed, respectively, T 1 ; :::; T n by T . The position e is S-well-typed i j = t 1 : T 1^: : :^t k : T k ) t : T
The clause C is S-well-typed i all its exporting positions are S-welltyped.
The program P is S-well-typed i it is non-circular and all its clauses are S-well-typed.
Theorem 4.2 Every S-well-typed program is correctly IO-typed.
Consider the maxtree program of Section 3 with the second directional type, i.e. :
maxtree=2 : (#GBinTree; "GBinTree) maxtree=5 : (#GBinTree; #Gnd; #GList; "GList; "GBinTree) max=2 : (#GList; "Gnd)
It is easy to verify that each clause is S-well-typed. By methods used in the eld of attribute grammars, the program can automatically be proved noncircular 9]. Hence the program is IO correct, and we may conclude that the second argument of maxtree/2 will be a ground binary tree upon success.
Call correctness under LD-resolution
We now consider the problem of call correctness. It may turn out that for a given directional type the input assertions of certain predicate positions are call invariants under a given computation rule, while the others are not. In this section we give a su cient condition for an input position to be a call invariant. We restrict our discussion to the Prolog computation rule, but the idea presented can also be extended to other computation rules.
Reconsider the maxtree program in Sect. 3 with the directional type above. When executed with LD-resolution, in every call to the recursive clause for maxtree/5, the rst and third position (but not the second) are correctly typed. Upon success, the fourth position (but not the fth) is correctly typed. Intuitively, the reason is that the data ow to these positions follows the execution order of LD-resolution. We say that these positions are well-typed.
De nition 5.1 Let Let us exemplify de nition 5.2 on the maxtree program. Consider the clause de ning maxtree/2. The second clause position of the rst body atom is not well-typed. Since this position is an input position in the body, we check case (3). We note that the type of the term lling in this position (Max) cannot be inferred from the types of the input positions in the head. Now consider the recursive clause for maxtree/5. The second position in the head is not well-typed, since (1) is not satis ed. This is due to the fact that the position considered in the previous paragraph is not well-typed. As a consequence, the fth position in the head, and the second position in the two body atoms are not well-typed, and so on.
The maxtree program, with its well-typed clause positions underlined, is shown below. (By also considering the de nition of max/2, we would perhaps be able to show that also the second clause position of max/2 is well-typed). We conclude that the rst argument of maxtree/2, the rst, third and fth arguments of maxtree/5, and the rst argument of max/2 are well-typed.
De nition 5.3 Given a directional type T of a program P, we obtain T W , the strongest well-typing compatible with T , as follows: Thus we may conclude (for instance) that the types of the rst and third arguments of maxtree/2 are call invariants.
Corollary 5.6 Let P be a program, and let G be an atom which is correctly typed in its input positions. Then for every computed answer substitution , (G) is correctly typed in its well-typed output positions.
6 Type-driven resolution
This section presents a model of computation where directional types are used for controlling execution. This is formalized as a notion of type-driven resolution (T-resolution for short). The idea is to suspend uni cation when the arguments are not correctly typed. In contrast to some Prolog systems (e.g. SICStus 7] ), the suspension is argument-wise rather than atom-wise. An interesting question is whether the computation may reach the deadlock situation where no resolution can be performed, even though the set of the suspended uni cations is not empty. We show that S-well-typedness is a su cient condition for a program to be deadlock-free under T-resolution.
De nition 6.1 Query] A query is a either the atom fail or a pair (G; E), where G is a sequence of atoms, and E is a set of equations. For an initial query (given by the user), we require that E = ;. 2
De nition 6.2 Eligible equation] Let p=n be a predicate with an associ-where we can construct a complete skeleton, but there is at least one equation which cannot be selected for solving, due to that the terms therein are not instantiated to the right type. We illustrate this resolution process on an example, Reconsider the maxtree program in Sect. 3. We now type it as follows: maxtree=2 : (#GBinTree; "GBinTree) maxtree=5 : (#GBinTree; #Gnd; #GList; "GList; "GBinTree) max=2 : (#GList; "Gnd) Consider the initial query (maxtree(tree (5,void,void) , N); {})
We resolve it against the only possible clause, but we keep one equation unsolved, yielding the query: Some derivation steps later we obtain the tree shown in gure 2.
When we now resolve the atom max( 5], Max1), the variable Max1 becomes instantiated to 5. We can now solve the equation Max1=Max2 at node N 1 , since Max1 now is instantiated to the right type (Gnd). We can then solve the equation NewTree1=tree(Max2, void, void) at node N 2 , and nally the equation NewTree=NewTree1 at node N 0 .
Hopefully this example has conveyed the general idea of type-driven resolution: uni cation is performed argumentwise in \data ow order".
The possibility of deadlock when executing a program with T-resolution, raises the question if it is possible to detect the cases where T-resolution really computes all answers, i.e. where deadlock does not occur. It turns out that the notion of S-well-typedness is a su cient condition for that. Theorem 6.5 Let P be a program which is S-well-typed, and let G be an atom which is correctly typed in its input positions. Then no T-derivation starting from (G; ;) will deadlock. Theorem 6.6 Let P be a program which is S-well-typed, and let G be an atom which is correctly typed in its input positions. Then for every answer computed by T-resolution, (G) is correctly typed in its output positions.
Discussion and Conclusions
We have separated two aspects of directional types: the input-output characterisation of the program, which is independent of the computation model, and the characterisation of the call patterns, which strongly depends on the execution rule. By abstracting away from the computation rule, we have obtained a relatively simple su cient condition (S-well-typedness) for IO correctness. This condition enables us to prove IO properties of interesting programs, for which the well-typedness criterion does not apply. We also considered directional types as a means for controlling execution of logic programs. The idea of such execution is to enforce the types specied by a given declaration, by argument-wise delaying the uni cation of the arguments which are not correctly typed. The idea of delaying the resolution of an equational constraint until it becomes su ciently instantiated resembles the concept of the ask primitive in concurrent constraint programming 13] . We formalized the model of execution by the concept of T-resolution. T-resolution is sound but not complete in general, since the computation may deadlock. We have shown that S-well-typedness is a su cient condition for deadlock-free execution under T-resolution.
The notion of S-well-typedness uses a concept of dependency relation similar to that introduced for attribute grammars, and refers to the techniques of attribute grammars for checking properties of this relation. Data ow in S-well-typed programs is well characterized by the dependency relation, and therefore the delays under T-resolution are predictable in compile time. Consequently, they can be compiled out (at least in some cases) by sourceto-source transformations similar to those described in our previous work 4], where the resulting logic program is executed without delays under the Prolog computation rule.
The usefulness of T-resolution is an open question. In this paper we use it more as an illustration of the thesis that the methods for directional types apply not only to Prolog. It is an interesting question whether a variant of the technique used here for deriving a su cient condition for deadlock-freeness of T-resolution, may be of interest for concurrent constraint programming.
Our future work aims at automated checking of S-well-typedness of programs, as well as extending the conditions for well-typing and S-well-typing to types which are not closed under substitution.
